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Abstract— Vehicle security and keeping pace of advancement in car features with technology have been major
concern in automobile industries. Now-a-days vehicles are Controlled and Accessed through smartphones and
Electronic Control Unit in the vehicle is made over Bluetooth connection. Unfortunately, this creates a non-negligible
attack surface, which extends when vehicles are partly operated via smartphones. In this letter, we provide an
encryption technique which includes sender’s finger vein authentication in addition to the sender device
authentication on the receiving side.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is becoming widely popular to control and access vehicles through smart phones together with embedded systems.
There exist vulnerabilities like improper validation, exposure and randomness. Especially in case of vehicles controlled
by smart phones over Bluetooth there are possibilities for Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack and other attacks of
falsification of information. Recently, several researchers highlighted this aspect and successfully demonstrated attacks
against different vehicles. Each of these works showed that it was possible to take control of certain functionalities of the
vehicle, and interfere with safety-critical or sensitive components. These vulnerabilities hamper novel solutions (e.g.,
smart phones to unlock the vehicle door or to start the engine), because of the risk of successful attacks. Adding security
mechanisms to vehicles is a challenging task, as the related embedded architectures are commonly designed with safety
requirements rather than security ones in mind.
We explicitly take the capabilities of the target architecture into account (i.e., no input capabilities on the vehicle
side, limited output capabilities, and lack of a trusted execution environment on the mobile device).Researchers had
established a secure session layer over an insecure radio connection. This security layer use encryption algorithms like
AES and SHA-1. This method encrypts the message before it is transmitted from the smart phone and it is decrypted by
the Electronic Control Unit [ECU] that is available in the vehicle. But no authentication is made about the sender’s
mobile device on the receiving side. There is a possibility of some other mobile device to pair with ECU in the vehicle.
The encryption algorithms have a draw back in terms of processing burden and time constraints. Also these methods
provide no authentication for sender’s mobile device. In this article we present an enhanced security layer which is
efficient, less complexity when compared to other encryption and provides authentication for sender mobile device on
the receiving side.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture under consideration directly relates to the vehicle control logic. The control logic can be
split into two main stages: the “high-level” stage take cares of the vehicle motion and energy control, while the “lowlevel” stage takes care of data acquisition and actuation. This layout is quite common in complex automotive control
systems, as they are often characterized by cascade structures that exploit the frequency-separation paradigm in order to
decouple nested control loops. Fig. 1, the system architecture comprises two main elements. The first element is the
Gateway electronic control unit (ECU), which is physically mounted on the vehicle, runs the low-level control logic, and
communicates with sensors and actuators via an in-vehicle network (e.g., the CAN bus). The Gateway ECU is equipped
with a radio interface that allows wireless communication between the in-vehicle network and external devices. The
second element is an external device that works closely with the vehicle ECUs via the radio interface.
We successfully implemented the aforementioned system architecture. Specifically, we implemented an intelligent
range extender for lightweight electric vehicles, with the goal of optimizing the energy consumption by actively
modifying the vehicle dynamic behavior, as detailed in [4]. This task is accomplished with a two-layer structure.
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A high-level controller keeps track of a reference profile, , for the battery state of charge (SoC), . The profile is
generated by taking into account the route length and its elevation profile, as detailed in [6]. The mo-bile device
implements the SoC controller within an ad-hoc app that we developed, which also includes navigation features that
leverage on Internet-based services (e.g., Google Maps API). Furthermore, the low-level control loops enforce speed and
acceleration constraints ( and
in, which allow meeting the desired energy consumption profile. The low-level
controllers act on the gas handle opening to guarantee that the dynamical behavior of the vehicle (i.e., speed and
acceleration ) is kept within the prescribed limits.

Fig.1 System Architecture for Smartphone Controlling the Vehicle
The Gateway ECU implements and executes the low -level control loops on a 16-bits ds PIC micro-controller with a
CPU speed of 20 Mips [7], and communicates with sensors and actuators via CAN bus. The Gateway ECU and the
mobile device communicate via a Bluetooth layer. They exchange both initialization and real time control data.
Initialization data is packed into a 48 bytes frame and the communication is unidirectional from the mobile device to the
gateway ECU. On the contrary, the real time communication is bidirectional: The Gateway ECU sends a 64-bytes
payload every 0.2 s (5 Hz), whereas the mobile device communicates 6 bytes control-data packet every time the vehicle
travels 50 m. Simulation results and experimental data collected on a prototype light 4-wheeled Toy vehicle prove the
effectiveness and the robustness of the proposed approach. The vehicle equipped with the SoC controller saves
approximately 20% of the energy supplied by the battery, with respect to a nominal driving behavior.
III. SECURITY ISSUES
The Bluetooth layer protocol has a two -phase session setup: after the pairing process, which allows the peers to get to
know each other and set up the network properties, the actual communication is enabled. Depending on the protocol
version, different security features are available. However, the early Bluetooth standard and its successors, with the
introduction of the secure simple pairing (SSP) protocol, suffer from various security vulnerabilities due to weak
cryptographic primitives. The security of most Bluetooth applications (e.g., in embedded scenarios) relies on a static PIN
only, with no way to change it.
IV. A SECURITY LAYER FOR AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES
Given the application scenario and the aforementioned security issues, it is necessary to devise an application-level
security mechanism that mitigates the vulnerabilities that lie in the wireless link. Such security layer must be independent
from the underlying wireless layer and must allow secure communication between the mobile device and the vehicle. In
our attack model the adversary knows the radio protocol in use, and is able to transmit and receive arbitrary data packets
on the radio interface. The objective of the attacker is to obtain access to the information exchanged between the vehicle
and the mobile de-vice, and ultimately manipulate the ECU execution flow. We concentrate on the application layer.
Therefore, attacks against the physical layer (e.g., jamming) or attacks that require physical, even temporary, access to
the vehicle (e.g., forceful shut-down) fall outside the scope of our security layer.
B. SECURITY ANALYSIS
When a vehicle is being accessed and controlled by mobile there is a possibility of another mobile device to pair with
the ECU mounted on the vehicle either accidentally or intentionally. So apart from encrypting the communication
message alone there must be security mechanism that authenticates the sender’s device on the receiving side. This
prevents any intruder mobile device which is paired to the ECU from accessing the vehicle.
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C. IMEI NUMBER
The International Mobile Station Equipment Identity or IMEI is a number, usually unique, to identify 3GPP (i.e.,
GSM, UMTS and LTE) and iDEN mobile phones, as well as some satellite phones. It is usually found printed inside the
battery compartment of the phone, but can also be displayed on-screen on most phones by entering *#06# on the dial pad,
or alongside other system information in the settings menu on smart phone operating systems. The IMEI number is used
by a GSM network to identify valid devices and therefore can be used for stopping a stolen phone from accessing that
network. For example, if a mobile phone is stolen, the owner can call his or her network provider and instruct them to
"blacklist" the phone using its IMEI number. This renders the phone useless on that network and sometimes other
networks too, whether or not the phone's SIM is changed.
1) STRUCTURE OF THE IMEI AND IMEISV (IMEI SOFTWARE VERSION)
The IMEI (15 decimal digits: 14 digits plus a check digit) or IMEISV (16 digits) includes information on the origin,
model, and serial number of the device. The structure of the IMEI/SV is specified in 3GPP TS 23.003. The model and
origin comprise the initial 8-digit portion of the IMEI/SV, known as the Type Allocation Code (TAC). The remainder of
the IMEI is manufacturer-defined, with a Luhn check digit at the end. For the IMEI format prior to 2003, the GSMA
guideline was to have this Check Digit always transmitted to the network as zero. This guideline seems to have
disappeared for the format valid from 2003 and onwards. As of 2004, the format of the IMEI is AA-BBBBBB-CCCCCCD, although it may not always be displayed this way. The IMEISV drops the Luhn check digit in favour of an additional
two digits for the Software Version Number (SVN), making the format AA-BBBBBB-CCCCCC-EE.
2) FINGER VEIN
Recently, there has been much interest in biometric authentication for security purposes. Biometrics or biometric
authentication refers to automated methods of recognizing a person using behavioural or physiological features, such as,
faces, irises, gaits, fingerprints, veins, etc. Biometric features are unique characteristics to an individual which is
convenient and more secure than traditional authentication methods. For example, biometric recognition is more reliable
than token-based verification methods (keys or ID cards) and knowledge-based methods (passwords or PINs) while
attaining higher efficiency and offering a better user experience.Fig.2 shows the comparisons of various biometric
techniques.

Fig.2 Comparisons of Biometric Techniques
Finger vein authentication is often a biometric technology which specifies an individual when using the vein pattern
inside of the fingers. Veins are usually the blood vessels which carry blood towards the heart. Every single person's veins
are having unique physical and behavioral features. It provides a greater degree of security that protects information and
access control much better. As deoxyhemoglobin in the blood absorbs infrared lights, vein patterns appear as several dark
outlines. The infrared lights combine with special camera capturing an image of the finger vein pattern. This image is
then transformed into pattern data along with saved as a template of any person's biometric authentication data. While
authentication, the particular finger vein image is taken and is compared against the saved template of the person. Fig.3
shows the finger vein is captured by device.

Fig.3 Finger vein Template
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V. ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION
Above breech in the security system is tackled by our proposed special encryption method. Our proposed encryption
algorithm uses hash function. This hash function computes hash value over the concatenation of message M and
IMEI/SV International Mobile Station Equipment Identity number and hash code value generated from the finger
vein [FV] which is commonly shared by the mobile device and the ECU mounted on the vehicle. Sender computes the
hash value over the concatenation of M and IMEI number and Finger vein hash code. The resulting hash value to M.
Because the ECU on the vehicle possesses IMEI number and FV it can recomputed the hash value to verify. As M, IMEI
number ,FV sent in encrypted form, an intruder cannot modify an intercepted message and cannot generate a false
message.

Fig.4 Encryption and Decryption with IMEI and FV
1) Algorithm for Encryption e=M||H(M||IMEI number + FV)
 e is the encrypted message
 -Only Mobile Device and ECU share IMEI number and FV
2) Algorithm for Decryption
H= H(M||IMEI number + FV)
Compute the hash code of received message plus IMEI number + FV.
VI. SECURITY EVALUATION
The proposed encryption using hash function is simple and fast when compared to other encryption techniques like
AES. Also they do not provide authentication for the sender’s mobile device on the receiving side. A hash value h is
generated by a function H of the form h = H (M || IMEI number + FV). M is a variable length message and IMEI number
is 14 or 16 bits. The hash value is appended to the message at the source at a time when the message is assumed or
known to be correct.
 H can be applied to a block of data of any size
 H produces a fixed length output
 H(x) is relatively easy to compute for any given x, making both hardware and software implementations practical
 For any given value h, it is computationally infeasible to find x such that H(x) = h.
 For any given block x, it is computationally infeasible to find y ≠ x with H(y) = H(x).
 It is computationally infeasible to find any pair(x, y) such that H(x) = H(y).
Experiment results showed that the proposed encryption or decryption techniques require an execution of 2.25
microseconds which is faster than the other encryption techniques. Apart from this execution other time limit like pairing
of mobile devices, etc… are same as with the previous researches.
VII. CONCLUSION
The proposed system includes a device for capturing finger-vein images and a proposed algorithm to extract fingervein images by considering various parameters like vein width, position, length, pixels and intersection of veins and the
encryption technique proved to be efficient and lightweight in terms of processing time and speed.. Our system is suitable
for mobile device because of its low computational complexity and low power consumption. The advantage of this
proposed system is more secured and confidential and provides an holistic security which protects the message as well as
allows the receiving side to ensure that the message is from authenticated sender device.
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